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GLACIOLOGICAL AND GEOMORPHOLOGICAL 
RECONNAISSANCE IN THE ANTARCTIC IN 1956 

By P. A. SHUMSKIY 

(V. A. Obruchev Institute of Permafrost Studies, Moscow) 

ABSTRACT. This paper presents a preliminary account of the glaciolog ical observati on s made by the Antarcti c 
Expedition o f the U .S.S .R. A cadem y of Scien ces in K aiser Wilhelm II L and, Q ueen Mary Land and K nox Coast 
in 1956. The topograph y of the edge of the ice sheet is described , and th e ice regime is discussed, p articularly in 
re la tion to the existence o f ice-free areas such as " Bunger' s oasis", 

Z USAM:vJ EN FASSU>lG. Es w ird ein einfu h re n de r Beri cht u ber di e g lazio logi schen Beobachtungen ubermittelt , di e 
von der An ta rkischen Expeditio n der Abdam ie der vVissenschaften d e r U.d .S .S.R. im Kai ser Wilhelm Il Land , 
Queen Mary Land und Knox C oast im Jahre 1956 ge m acht wurd en. Die T opographie der Kante d es Inlandeises 
\Vird b eschrieben , und der Eishaushalt wird besproc h e n , b esonders in Bezu g au f das Vorhandensein von eis freien 
G ebieten \vi e z .D. die "Bunger' s oasi s", 

I NTRODUCTION 

The programme of the Antarctic Expedition of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences during the 
Antarctic summer of 1955- 56 \\'as to build a polar observatory and the "Mirnyy" settlement, and 
to commence studies on the sixth continent in order to obtain experience for the large-scale 
investigations in 1957- 58 as part of the programme of the International Geophysical Year. The 
part of the Antarctic Coast assigned to the Soviet Union by the special I.G.Y. committee, Kaiser 
Wilhelm II Land and Queen Mary Land, between longs. 86° and 10Z

o E., had been little studied 
and, to the best of our knowledge, presented great difficulties for landing and for setting 
up the expedition's base. 

A group of glaciologists was included in the expedition to help in choosing the site for the 
observatory, to consult on building roads and constructions on the ice, to make reconnaissance 
studies and to work out the programme of glaciological research for 1956- 58. The author was one 
of the members of this group. 

We arrived at the Antarctic coast on 5 January 1956 on board the Ob' and spent 40 days on 
the continent. During this period I was able to observe from the air the coasts of Kaiser Wilhelm 
II Land, Queen Mary Land and Knox Coast for a distance of 880 km. and to carry out terrestrial 
investigations near Junction Corner at the western boundary of Shackleton Ice Shelf and the 
inland ice, in the Haswell Island district where the "Mirnyy" settlement was set up, in one place in 
the central part of the Shackleton Ice Shelf, and, together with other members of the expedition, in 
the "Bunger's oasis" area at the eastern end of Shackleton Ice Shelf. On 13 January, while flying 
in an aeroplane piloted by A. N, Kash, our group found the site which \\'e recommended for the 
"Mirnyy" settlement; it was practically the only point suitable for this purpose in our entire sector. 

By 13 February the observatory had been opened, the ships unloaded, and we had completed 
our main tasks. There was no possibility of continuing scientific studies before the construction 
work was completed, and so we left on IS February on refrigerator ship No. 7, the first ship to 
return. After sailing some 4000 miles along the Antarctic coast, we transferred to the tanker 
Kherson in the Wed dell Sea, and returned to Odessa on 5 April. 

My stay in the Antarctic, though very brief, enabled me to become generally acquainted with 
its nature, to draw some scientific conclusions, and to \\'ork out a detailed programme of glacio
logical and geocryological* (permafrost) researches. My scientific results are being published at 
present; the main conclusions are reported here. 

:11: Pro fesso r Shulllsk iv uses t h e \\-un1 geocry%gy and its Rtlss ian eq ui val ent geokriologiy a to cover processes arising 
d ue to b o th te mporary and uper rn ancnt" fros t ac tion in rocks and soi l, w hi c h he p re fers to the te rm permafrost or th e 
Hussian llzerz lotoz'edelliye. Eel , 
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TOPOGRAPHY 

The area surveyed consists of PrecCambrian crystalline rocks primarily gneisses and granites. 
Mica schi sts and comparatively little altered conglomerates, possibly Palaeozoic, were also found 
in boulders. The volcanic cone of Gaussberg ( 370 m .), consisting of young, probably Tertiary, 
basalts , dominates the Pre-Cambrian shield in the west. This mountain is situated on the 
continuation of the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Ridge, a high submarine range . 

In the few places where bare rocks are exposed the topography is one of small hills with a 
d ifference of elcyation of 100 to ISO m. between the peaks and depre~sions (Fig. I, p. 54). The 
hills are raches mall tannees, and they are separated by depressions which show no signs of fluvial 
erosion. The elevation of the land along the greater part of the coast probably varies from 100 m. 
below to 100 or 200 m . above sea level. In the submerged sections the Taches 11loutonnees form a 
skerry type of coast with numerous islets and straits . The coast near "Bunger's oasis" (long. 101° E.) 
is of th is type, as is that at the "Mirnyy" settlement with H aswell Island and the surrounding islets. 

J n these regions there are also deeper valley-like depressions with hillocks on their surface. 
ThLsc are probably the remains of ancient pre-glacial erosional valleys, which have since been 
subjected to glacial action. Mountain massifs with heights of 1300 m. and more and cut through by 
deep valleys occur on ly between longs. 98° and 100° E. (Mt. Barr Smith, Mt. Strathcona, Mt. 
Amundsen and others). 

I CE COVER 

Almost the entire coast is covered by the inland ice sheet. The only places free of ice are some 
nunataks (Gaussberg and some peaks in Queen Mary Land), a few rocky precipices, three groups 
of coastal islands and the hilly region of 600 to 700 km.2 in eastern Queen Mary Land known 
as "Bunger's oasis". The mountain range which American airmen were reported as having 
seen 350 km. from the coast in 1 9 47, was not found by the Soviet expedition during its aerial 
or terrestrial operations. 

The surface of the ice sheet slopes gently northwards from the central ice plateau of the 
Antarctic, which is 3000-3500 m. high some several hundred km. from the coast. The gradient 
increases near the edge, and the surface becomes more uneven, hilly and crevassed, reflecting the 
relief of {he glacier bed. At the coast itself the surface of the ice sheet descends more or less steeply 
from a height of 100 to 300 m. until it drops into the sea with an almost continuous wall which 
varies in height from place to place between 10 and 40 m. 

The relief of the glacier bed causes variations in the flow of ice in the coastal regions. The ice 
flows round elevations of the bed and fi lls the depressions. As a result, thickness of ice and the flow 
velocity decrease above the elevations and increase above valley-like depressions, and this leads to 
variations in the height of the coastal ice walls and in some bands in the coastline. Protruding 
edges of the ice sheet or ice tongues emerge from the depressions and have a higher ice wall. The 
\\ idc ice lobe by the side of the "Mirnyy" settlement and the H~len Glacier somewhat further 
cast arc examples of this, although the ice lobe near "Mirnyy" is due, not so much to the concen
tration of ice flow in a depression, as to its protection from the action of the sea by the archipelago 
of rocky islets on one of which the "Mirnyy" settlement is located. 

Over most of the coast the variations in ice flow are not significant. The ice from the central 
regions of the continent moves towards the sea in a slab of more or less uniform thickness. S lipping 
of the ice over its bed is responsible for a large, if not predominant, part of the flow, and this 
enab les. the ice sheet to crawl over hills with a gradients opposite to the direction of movement. 
The author observed this phenomenon during his flight over Knox Coast. 

Judging by the height of the ice walls and the reproduction of relatively small unevennesses of 
the bed on the ice surface, the thickness of the edge of the ice sheet in most places is 200 to 300 m. , 
and probably nowhere exceeds 400 m. Whereas a man who sees polar glaciers for the first time is 
struck by the grandiose scale of the glacierization in this part of the Antarctic coast, the specialist 
is, on the contrary, surprised by its small thickness. This fact was unexpected since in remote 
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inland regions the ice sheet undoubtedly reaches thicknesses of 2 to 3 km.· The smaller thickness 
on the coast cannot be, as in areas outside the Antarctic, the result of melting, because nourishment 
of the ice sheet continues right down to sea level, and in the coastal regions may be even more 
intensive than in the inland region. Radial spreading can hardly account for such a great decrease in 
thickness. A possible cause is that the upper part of the very thick ice sheet flows from the interior 
over the subg1acial barrier which separates the central continental depression from the coast. To 
ascertain the specific features of the configuration and movement of the ice sheet in this part of the 
Antarctic is one of the aims of the glaciological studies during the International Geophysical Year. 

Variations in ice flow are much more pronounced in the dissected area of east Queen Mary Land 
and the adjacent part of Knox Coast. Here the deep valleys are filled with swift moving ice streams 
(Denman Glacier, Scott Glacier and others), which project far out to sea, while part of the edge of 
the ice sheet, isolated by them from the inland, is almost inactive and ends partly on land, leaving 
the territory of "Bunger's oasis" free of ice. 

The ends of the glaciers which run out to sea west of the "oasis" spread out and merge with 
one another, forming the eastern part of the vast Shackleton Ice Shelf. Its western part is formed 
by the undifferentiated edge of the ice sheet which juts out to the sea. A considerable part of the 
ice shelf is afloat, but it is kept anchored by a number of islands covered with ice rises which merge 
with the ice shelf (Mill, David, Henderson, Masson and other islands). The shelf ice gets abundant 
nourishment from solid atmospheric precipitation, but the structure of ice in the cliffs shows that 
its base is formed by ice from the inland ice sheet and the glaciers. West Ice Shelf, which I was 
unable to examine in detail, probably presents a similar picture. 

ICE REGIME 

Another phenomenon we had not anticipated was the thawing we observed on the Antarctic 
coast, which was however confined to a narrow coastal belt. In the Antarctic it is only during 
anticyclonic conditions that thawing occurs, caused by solar radiation and accompanied by a rela
tively low air temperature. Two metres above the ice surface the temperature very seldom rises to 
3° or 4° C., while the mean temperature of the warmest month is about 1° to 2° C. below zero. Anti
cyclonic weather is characterized by calm or weak easterly winds of the fahn type, during which 
relative humidity often falls in daytime to 30 to 50 per cent (measurements by N. P. Rusin). fn 
such conditions almost all the absorbed radiation causes evaporation of snow and ice and thawing 
is relatively weak. Cloudy, cyclonic weather causes a fall in temperature below freezing point and 
precipitation falls only in the solid state. Snowfall is accompanied by strong winds causing drift 
and very uneven deposition of snow. The mean annual precipitation, measured by the water 
content of the annual layers of firn and ice, reaches 600 to 750 mm. Consequently a large amount 
of precipitation in the :lolid state in the cold periods is combined on the coast with a great dryness 
of the air in warmer pt:riods during summer. 

The quantity of solid precipitation falling on the ice sheet down to sea level itself greatly 
exceeds ablation (melting, evaporation of melt water and sublimation) and a thick layer of firn is 
deposited annually on the surface. Consequently there is a cold infiltrationt zone of ice formation 
on glaciers down to sea level, a zone which is many hundred metres above the climatic snow line. 
Thanks to such a low level of regional snow line, sea ice consists for the most part of snow. Perennial 
fast ice on the sea receiving abundant firn nourishment can reach great thickness, showing all 
transitions from seasonal sea ice cover to ice shelf. It is therefore often impossible to determine the 
exact boundary between land ice and sea ice-between land and sea. 

However. on the convex surface near the edge of the ice sheet, where a considerable part of the 
snow is blown away during the melting season, melt water freezes in the pores of the snow which is 
transformed into a layer of ice. This part of the surface belongs to the infiltration-congelationt zone 

• According to recent measurements the greatest thickness of ice is 2400 m. in Dronning Maud Land some 600 km. 
from the coast, and 3400 m. in Greenland. 

t The terms "infiltration-congelation" and "cold infiltration" are those adopted by Professor G. Avsyuk in his 
Classification of Glaciers printed on p. 7 of this issue. Ed. 
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of ice formation. In some sections, where the snow is swept off very intensively, ablation may even 
prevail over accumulation. The surface of nunataks and some small areas at the edge of the ice 
sheet belong to such ablation areas. In one place the marginal moraine of Farr Bay has been formed, 
the location originally planned for the "Mirnyy" settlement. 

"BUNGER'S OASIS" 

"Bunger's oasis" and the adjacent region are the only large area of prevailing ablation along the 
entire coast we examined. The ablation zone surrounds the "oasis" in an asymmetrical strip, 
elongated down the prevailing wind towards the west and north-west for 50 to 60 km., but very 
narrow (100 to 200 m.) to windward (Fig. 2, p. 54). Thawing in this zone is much more intense 
than elsewhere, gradually decreasing away from the "oasis". Near the edge of the "oasis" the 
surface of the glaciers is indented with large potholes and is ~t by deep channels of glacier streams 
(Fig. 3, p. 54)· Farther from the edge the surface becomes more even and cha!1ges into the in
filtration-congelation zone and then into the cold infiltration zone. Greater thawing is undoubtedly 
caused by the influence of the "oasis". Ice from the central part of the continent surrounds the 
"oasis" and flows into neighbouring valleys. The absence of glacierization in the oasis itself cannot 
be the result of snow being blown away, since the enclosed depressions and hollows of the "oasis" 
should be the first places to collect snow and ice. Obviously ablation prevails in the "oasis" 
notwithstanding the deposition of large quantities of solid precipitation. What is the source of such 
intensive ablation? This question is of great importance for solving the problem of numerous 
Antarctic "oases". Though differing in detail, all answers given until now can be divided into two 
main groups; in the opinion of some investigators the warmth of the "oasis" results from the 
heating of their surface by the sun, while in the opinion of others it is the result of heating by 
endogenetic, underground heat sources (volcanic activity, radioactivity, spontaneous combustion 
of coal). 

Our observations allow us to assert that solar heat is the source of heating in the "oasis". This 
is attested not only by the geological structure, which provides no evidence of volcanic activity or 
coal combustion, but also by the preservation of permafrost everywhere at some depth under the 
surface at the end of the melting season, which is incompatible with heating from below. The 
question then arises as to how the existence of an "oasis" is compatible with the particularly 
severe climatic conditions in the Antarctic, and why there is such a sharp contrast in the water
substance and heat balance of the surface in the "oasis" and the surrounding ice, so that the former 
belongs to the zone of prevailing ablation while the latter is in the cold infiltration zone, which is 
usually located hundreds or even thousands of metres higher than the ablation zone, and why no 
such phenomena are observed in other areas now glacierized. 

The solution of these problems is provided by the great difference in reflectivity between the 
surface of rocks in the "oasis" and the snow or firn surface of the ice sheet, and also by the exceed
ingly low air temperature due to the influence of the ice sheet under conditions when incoming 
solar radiation is very intense (about 700 calories per cm.2 per day according to Rusin's measure
ments). Under these conditions solar radiation is the only factor affecting ablation of the ice or 
snow cover, whereas everywhere else advective heat always plays a more or less important part in 
ablation. In the "oasis" there are many snow-free areas even in winter, for snow is blown away 
from the tops of the rocky hills. The dark surface of the "oasis" rocks, absorbing 80 to 85 per cent 
of the solar radiation (compared with IQ to 15 per cent on the surrounding glacier), is heated up 
in the summer to a temperature of 25° to 30° C. A considerable part of this heat is transmitted to 
the air layer above the surface, which becomes less saturated with water vapour (relative humidity 
10 to 15 per cent), and thus more able to dry up the surface layer cif disintegrated rocks, which are 
subjected to intensive deflation. The advective transfer of heat by the air layer above the rock 
surface and the intensive absorption of radiation by the dust covered surface leads to complete 
ablation of the snow cover in the "oasis". The only exceptions to this are snow drifts in the lee 
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of hills, where permanent snow patches or immobile accumulations of ice and firn are formed. The 
same causes lead to the large amounts of ablation in the region near the leeward side of the "oasis". 
Thus the local absorption of radiation in the " oasis" results in a local climate being formed which 
is warmer and drier than that on the surrounding glaciers. 

The prevalence of ablation over accumulation distinguishes the "oasis" from nunataks, whose 
surface is kept ice-free mainly by mechanical factors (blowing away of snow). This is why nunataks 
come into direct contact with the accumulation area of glaciers, whereas "oases" are separated from 
it by an ablation zone. Otherwise "oases" are similar in their nature to nunataks, but their desert 
features are more pronounced. The term "oasis" can be applied to the ice-free plains of the 
Antarctic only in a very relative sense, since in reality the Antarctic "oases" are very severe cold 
rocky deserts. 

There are many lakes in the dep ressions of "Bunger's oasis", as in other Antarctic "oases". 
Their water level d ro ps noticeably towards the end of summer. Most of these lakes are undrained 
and salty (Fig. 4, p. 54). Their shores have a white strip of salt effiorescences of different tastes
salty, bitter or tasting of soda. 

The bare rocks and boulders in the "oasis" are subjected to temperature weathering associated 
with variations in the volume of rocks, especially desquamation, i. e. the separation of concentric 
shells of rock (exfoliation) (Figs. 5 and 6, p. 55). The dry surface layer of the loose rocks is 
intensively deflated, the particles being removed and blown away by the wind, so that the products 
of weathering and the re deposited moraines have almost no fine material. In many places cellular 
deflation of rocks and boulders of the kind associated with deserts can be seen (Fig. 5). 

Geocryological processes are poorly developed, owing to the dryness of the loose deposits and 
their coarse-grained composition. Apart from frost weathering all the geocryological processes 
observed are associated with the thin moraine cover in the depressions which contain some silty 
material. The only widespread phenomenon is frost sorting leading to the formation of polygons 
(Fig. 7, p. 55). Frost heaving and solifluction were only observed occasionally and on a small 
scale. 

Processes of chemical weathering are well developed, resulting in desert varnishes and salt 
effiorescences on the surface of rocks and boulders. 

Plant life consisted of small patches of scum and lamellate lichens on rocks with very few bushy 
lichens, strips of green mosses along rivulets and blue-green algae in the salty lakes, which in some 
cases form bottom sediments. The only terrestrial animals were a few birds which get their food 
from the sea; McCormick Skuas, Snow Petrels and Wilson Petrels. 

In former times the entire "oasis" was covered by ice. This is shown by glacial markings on the 
surface of rocks (polishing, striae and scars), by the presence of moraine cover and by errat ic 
boulders. The "oasis" has, however, been in existence for not less than 10,000 years*, with its 
outside boundaries remaining more or less unchanged for a long time. This is indicated by the 
advanced state of physical and chemical weathering, cellular deflation of rocks, and frost sorting 
of loose sediments over its entire surface up to the very edge of the sheet. Probably the reduction 
of the Antarctic ice sheet which led to the formation of the "oasis", started about the same time as 
the recession of the ice sheets of the last glaciation in the northern hemisphere, under the 
influence of general climatic variation. 

The presence of "oases" shows that two sharply differing water-substance and heat regimes
a glacier surface \\'ith firn nourishment and an ice-free surface-are both capable of stable existence 
in the coastal zone of the Antarctic. Ice-free surfaces arise if there is no influx of ice from the out
side. Special conditions of relief are needed to resist the invasion of the ice, which is formed at a 
different latitude or altitude. It follows from this that the inland ice covers the edge of the Antarctic 
only because of its influx from the interior of the continent, where the conditions fo r ice accumula
tion are more favourable; the ice cou ld not have formed on the spot. Consequently, the movement 

... At the present intens ity of ab lation, even if accumulation of snow and the influ x of ice to the cch.je of the- ic e sheet 
\vere to cease complete ly , about 4500 years wou ld be necessary for an area as big as the "oasis!> to be cleared of ice. 
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of the Antarctic ice sheet results in the invasion by ice of a region to wh ich glacierization is not 
characteristic. This in vasion of ice is accompanied by a sharp change in the water-substance and 
heat balance of the earth's surface an d a considerable change in climatic condit ions. 

MS received 23 October 1956 

GLAC I E R O BSE R VAT I ONS I N NORT H- WES T 
SP I TSBE R GE N 

By M. MELLOR 

(Leader, U niversity of N ottingham Expedition to Vestspitsbergen, 1955) 

A nSTRACT. Resu lts o f ob servat ions on seve ral g lac iers in th e K o n gs fjord area are d escri bed , and comments are 
m ade concerning accum ulation and ablati o n , g lac ier flow an d the va riation of g lac ie r fro nts. The find ings are con1-
p a red with those of p rev ious workers in th is d is tr ict and, in particu lar, with those of H. W . Ahl man n . A his to r y o f 
the ftu ctuation of several ice fronts during the present century has been compi led fro m va rious sources , and san1C 
o bserva tions dati ng bac k to 1837 arc n1cnti oned. 

ZUSAM!\.tE!S"FASSUKC . D ie. Resu ltatc von Beobachtun~en an 1l1chn:rcn G lctsche rn in cle r Nahe yon t(ongs fj o rden 
w erden beschrieben, mit Bemerkungen ober Zuwachs unt! Ab t rag, Glctsche rbewegu ng und die Andcru ng d er 
G le tscherende n. Die Ergebn isse werde n mit fr oheren aus derse lbcn Gcgend vcrgl ic h en , vor all em m it d c n c n von 
H . W . Ahlmann. E ine Gesc hichte der Sch wa nku ngen mehre rer G lc tsc hc renden wiih re nd d i9ses Jah rh undcrts w ird 
a us verschiedenen Quellen z usammengeste llt, d ie zum T eil b is 1837 zuruckgehen. 

I NTROD UCTION 

During the sum mer of 1955 an exped it ion from ~ottingham Unive rsity visited the K ongsfj ord 
area of V cstspitsbergen to examine the geo logy and glaciology of the region. Owing to a last minute 
disruption of transport arrangements t hc period spent in the ficld was much shorter than had been 
planned, and a comprehcnsive glaciologica l stu dy became impossible . 

The area is shown in Fig. I (p. 63). Names used in inve rted commas are intended to fa cilitate 
reference. Two journeys to the accumulation areas of t he K ongsbre system were madc and the 
snouts of glaciers terminat ing in Kongsfjorden we re mapped. During a boat journey to K rossfj orden 
the m argin of Fjortende Ju libreen was also surveyed. F low measurements were made on two sec
tions of Kongsbrccn an d on Blomstran db reen. 

W eather conditions generally were very poor. 

A CCUMULATION Al\D AB LATION 

In 1934, during a deta iled study of Fjortende Juli breen G lacier, I-I. \V. Ahlmann I plotted a 
num ber of firn profiles on Isachscnfonn a. A pit was dug in t he same arca an d at the same altitude 
in August 1955, and t he profil e shown in F ig. 2 (p. 65) \\'as dra\\·n. Thc systcm of dates adopted 
is bclieyed to be correct, but some men tion of the uppermost ice band m u st be madc . Although 
this might be expected to ma rk the 1954 surface, its occurrence ,yithout change of thickness in a 
sc ries of small pits dug at alti tudcs from 850 m. dO\m to a little abo,'c 600 m . leads to the bel ief 
th at it is a fa lse band. It may ha"e becn fo rmed during a warm spell in Dccemher ' 954. Specific 
gravity measurements wcre made at thc points ind icated by circles in F ig. 2, and the values we re 
then adjusted fo r ice content ill the manner mentioned by Ahlmann. I n the 100yer, hea,-ily- iced 
layers t he \"alues ,vere takcn to the lowest reasonahle figu re . The proftl e was plotted on IS August 
and a gene rous allowanet.: for ablat ion after that datc was made (200 mm. of ,Yater, or about 
14 days ' steady ablation). Ahlmann took the snow surface on 15 August 1934 as the upper limit of 
the 1933- 3+ layer. 
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Fig. 2. The ablation zone 
on the slope of the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet 
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Fig, 5. Cellular deflation of 
a boulder and des-

Fig. 6, Desquamation nf a 
roche moutonnee in 
the "oasis" 

Photographs by K.K 
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